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Stanislav Shalunov, the founder of NewNode, was born and raised in the former Soviet 
Union.At a young age he witnessed the consequences of authoritarian control over the 
flow of ideas.He quickly became a fervent advocate of communication decentralization 
and has workedtirelessly since to create direct peer-to-peer connection tools.

After graduating from Moscow State University with a Masters in Mathematics and 
ComputerScience, Stas came to the United States to attend the University of 
Wisconsin in Madison.

Stas spent his early career as an internet engineer. While a researcher at the Internet2

consortium, he invented Low Extra Delay Background Transport (LEDBAT), a 
congestioncontrol protocol that drastically speeds up load times. LEDBAT currently 
transports up to 20% oftotal internet traffic.

The opportunity to fully realize his passion for enhancing open communication access 
camewhen he took on the position of Director of Engineering at BitTorrent. BitTorrent 
revolutionizedcontent sharing by enabling decentralized peer-to-peer connections.

In 2011, Stas co-founded Open Garden, a San Francisco-based venture capital funded 
startup.While there, Stas created FireChat, a mobile messenger app that functions 
without an Internetconnection by linking nearby phones directly to one another, 
constructing a network, andpassing secure messages. FireChat has been downloaded 
by over 6 million people duringprotests, following natural disasters, and in other 
situations where Internet connectivity waslacking.

Stas founded Clostra, a company dedicated to creating innovative software solutions 
with afocus on artificial intelligence, in 2016. One of Clostra’s most successful projects 
is NewNode,which is dedicated to fostering robust and resilient connectivity regardless 
of network conditions.The NewNode protocol enables direct peer-to-peer connection 
and is the basis for a number ofsoftware applications including NewNode Messenger.

Stas has consistently pushed society towards the decentralization of control over 
crucial meansof communication. It is his firm belief that access to connectivity is a 
fundamental human needbest protected in the hands of many.
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When the Internet is Turned Off May 2022

In an interview with popular software vlogger Dmitry Rozhkov, Stas discusses the 
NewNodeapplication, peer to peer protocols, moving Silicon Valley online, and the 
difference betweenworking culture in America and Eastern Europe.

Tech Interview Russian 1:16:17 KNOW MORE →

FireChat Co-Founder Talks Hong Kong Protests And The Edge Of The 
Internet

October2014

Stas talks through mesh networking messaging apps, and the impact of NewNode’s 
precedent,Firechat, on the Hong Kong protests of the mid-2010s.

Explainer Video English 2 min 20 sec KNOW MORE →

Opinion Pieces

Climate-Proofing Connectivity the Only Way We Can November 2021

Climate change is impacting our daily lives more and more. In a world of tornadoes, 
forest fires,and other natural disasters which often bring down communications 
infrastructure, how can westay connected?

Opinion Article English 3 minute read KNOW MORE →

The Clostra Way October 2020

What does the perfect company look like? Is it possible to create a healthy, work-from-
homeenvironment without relying on venture capital funding? At Clostra, Stas 
implements his uniqueviews on the ideal workplace.

Essay English 7 minute read KNOW MORE →
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgUyVYUuCSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anjcbdozGfo
https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/579029-climate-proofing-connectivity-the-only-way-we-can/
https://www.clostra.com/the-clostra-way
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How Many People Does It Take to Build a Network Out of Phones?

Fewer Than You Think

July 2015

Stas explains the mechanics behind the peer-to-peer messaging technique that has 
taken theworld by a storm - first with Firechat, now with NewNode.

Explanatory Essay English 4 minute read KNOW MORE →

This Is How Your BitTorrent Downloads Move So Fast July 2013

How did Stas contribute to the internet, creating a product to improve speed and carry 
20% ofall internet traffic?

Explanatory Essay English 4 minute read KNOW MORE →

Fireside Messenger Lets You Send Messages Even if You Aren’t 
Connected to a Network

October 2021

What makes NewNode (previously Fireside Messenger) great - how it works, and what 
it meansfor free speech.

App Review English 2 minute read KNOW MORE →

Belarus News Media Are Testing Decentralized Tech to Resist 
Censorship

October 2020

The NewNode VPN, a technology that enables connection even with spotty internet, 
seessuccess in Belarus.

News Article English 3 minute read KNOW MORE →

What Firechat’s Success in Hong Kong Means for a Global Internet October 2014

An overview of Firechat, the highly successful mesh networking messaging app created 
by Stasand his team.

News Article 4 minute read KNOW MORE →

The App Powering Protesters October 2014

The NewNode VPN, a technology that enables connection even with spotty internet, 
seessuccess in Belarus.

News Article English 3 minute read KNOW MORE →
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